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Goals of this talk (and paper)

• Share what we learned from transcribing structured historical data,
• At scale
• With limited resources (no funding, no RAs or interns)

• Show,
• Our mistakes so you can avoid them
• What we think works well (beyond just our projects)

• Make digitization projects more accessible:
• Key principle: modular tools that can be mix-and-matched as needed
• You don’t have to reinvent the wheel, you don’t have to be an expert coding
• Open sourcing our tools: https://github.com/sergiocorreia/quipucamayoc
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“A Practitioner’s Guide”

• Off-the-shelf OCR tools,
• Have improved dramatically in recent years
• Potentially very powerful
• But still have high error rates, particularly for historical data
• This makes large-scale efforts unfeasible

• Insight: we need to augment OCR with pre- and post-processing methods
• The researcher must become the practitioner

• Understand their data
• How to work around its limitations
• How to take advantage of its characteristics
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The data extraction pipeline
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Example #1: OCC Annual Reports to Congress

• More than 100,000 balance sheets in tabular form (1867-1904)
• About 12,000 hours of work if typed by hand
• Used in Carlson et al. JPE, Forthcoming
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Example #2: Saling’s Börsen-Papiere

• More than 30,000 balance sheets and income statements of German financial and
non-financial firms (1915-1933)

• Used in ongoing research with Brunnermeier and Zimmermann
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Example #2: Saling’s Börsen-Papiere

• Data is in FREE FORM TEXT !!!
• No predefined set of labels
• Archaic abbreviations (in German)
• Values twelve-digit long in hyperinflation years
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Tackling the datasets

• Each dataset required a different combination of tools
• OCC: good quality scan, already black-and-white

• No need for preprocessing
• But required lots of layout recognition for the tables

• Saling’s: scan not as good, in color, often with artifacts
• Lots of preprocessing
• Less need for layout recognition

• Also, what are the advantages of these datasets?
• Balance sheets allow us to validate data: sum of assets = total assets; assets=liabilities
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Showcase - Types of Image Distortions

(a) Distorted image size (b) Distorted image shape (c) Distorted image color
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Showcase - Fixing Size Distortions

(a) Input (b) Remove noise (c) Dilate white area (d) Identify white box (e) Trim
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Showcase - Detecting Table Delimiters

(a) Preprocessed image (b) Image edges and detected lines
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Showcase - Document Hierarchy

(a) “Words” from GCV (b) Lines from quipucamayoc (c) Fixed labels
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Showcase - Human Review Interfaces

(a) Excel+VBA (b) Website
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Our tool - quipucamayoc

• Built in Python
• Modular tools implementing the
methods we’ve used for these projects

• Should be easily combined with other
packages (e.g. other layout parsers)

import quipucamayoc as q

doc=q.read('rothschild-secret-ledger.pdf')
page = doc.pages[0]

page.remove_black_background()
page.deskew()
page.binarize()

page.run_ocr(engine='amazon')
page.run_ocr(engine='google')

s = q.spellchecker('frequencies.csv')
process(page, spellchecker=s)
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Our tool - quipucamayoc

q.setup_textract() versus:
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Lessons Learned

1. Digitization at scale is a Leontief production function:

• Only as good as its weakest step
• Won’t be successful if any of the steps (OCR, human review, data extraction, etc) is done
poorly

• Other researchers often mention poor results with OCR digitization; we suspect this is why
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Lessons Learned

2. Use a cloud OCR provider:

• Not worth it to use a cheaper (free) OCR engine and then waste lots of time (=money)
improving its results.

• Cloud OCR providers, today, are performant, robust, and still quite cheap ($0.001-$0.0015
per page)

• Cloud providers work in parallel without the need of us maintaining multiple severs.
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Lessons Learned

3. Use the right tools when pre- and post-processing:

• Python worked better than {R, Stata}
• Well supported tools such as OpenCV worked better than state-of-the-art tools not yet
battle-tested
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Lessons Learned

4. Make human validation efficient:

• Human validation can be vastly sped up by using programs that help the reviewer:
• Keyboard shortcuts
• Side-to-side image-data comparisons
• Auto zoom-in
• Auto flag potential errors

• Not just about saving time, but about preserving focus
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Thanks!
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